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Abstract 
This report documents the development and assessment of a 
method with which fluctuating pressure data obtained from rigid 
scaled wind-tunnel models can be used to predict flexible full- 
scale buffet response. 
forces, natural airplane modes, and the measured pressure data 
as input. 
buffet response due to the forcing function posed by the measured 
pressure data. By calculating both symmetric and antisymmetric 
solutions, upper and lower bounds on full-scale buffet response 
are formed. Final results are given in the form of upper and 
lower bounds on the power spectral densities and the RYS values 
for angle of attack variation in maneuvers at several Mach- 
altitudes. Comparisons of predictions with flight test results 
are made and the effects of horizontal tail loads and static 
aeroelasticity are shown. Discussions are also presented on 
the effects of primary wing torsion modes, chordwise and span- 
wise phase angles, and altitude. 
The method requires unsteady aerodynamic 
A gust response computer program is used to calculate 
This second volume presents the predicted upper and lower 
The flight test power spectra are shown on 
bounds power spectra for all of the cases and response items 
given in Volume I. 
each prediction plot for the nominal value of angle of attack 
that most closely agrees with the flexible angle for the pre- 
diction. The flight test and prediction conditions are given 
in tabular form for all cases considered. The order in which 
the plots are given corresponds to that of the results given 
in Volume I. 
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A METHOD FOR PREDICTING FULL SCALE BUFFET RESPONSE 
W I T H  R I G I D  W I N D  TUNNEL MODEL FLUCTUATING PRESSURE DATA 
VOLUME I1 
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES FOR METHOD ASSESSMENT 
BY 
Atlee M. Cunningham, Jr., David B. Benepe, 
Darlene Watts, and Paul Go Waner 
SUMMARY 
This volume presents the detailed power spectral density 
p l o t s  for the prediction method assessments presented i n  Volume I 
of this report .  These p l o t s  show the comparison between f l igh t  
t e s t  power spectra and the predicted upper and lower bounds 
spectra for a l l  response items discussed i n  Volume I. The com- 
parisons are made a t  nominal angles of attack and in  some cases 
the exact angles of attack. The fl ight tes t  and prediction 
conditions are given in  tabular form f o r  a l l  cases considered. 
The order i n  which the plots are given corresponds t o  that of the 
results i n  Volume I. The figure numbers correspond t o  the case 
number. 
INTRODUCTION 
The f i r s t  volume of this r e p o r t  presents a description of 
the method for predicting buffet intensity characteristics well 
beyond buffet onset and how the method evolved, Comparisons are 
made between predicted results and f l ight  tes t  data for a variety 
of cases i n  order t o  assess the capability of the method. These 
comparisons are made on the basis of RMS response and character- 
i s t i c  frequencies (frequency centroid of the power spectrum). 
The predictions are presented i n  the form of an upper and lower 
bounds for a l l  response items except p i l o t  seat and C.G. accel- 
erometers. In addition, the calculated natural mode shapes of 
the airplane are given for a l l  cases. 
Comparison of integrated cha rac t e r i s t i c s  aids i n  rendering 
a complicated phenomena such as high i n t e n s i t y  buf fe t  i n t o  a 
comprehendible form. Thus, i t  i s  possible t o  evaluate the e f f e c t  
on buf fe t  response of the gross parameters, wing sweep, a l t i t u d e ,  
Mach number, and angle of a t tack.  In  t h i s  case, i t  serves as a 
means of quickly establ ishing the v a l i d i t y  of the upper and lower 
bounds concept, and provides in s igh t  as t o  how f l i g h t  test d a t a  
tends to  be d is t r ibu ted  within the bounds. 
Many questions a r i s e ,  however, t ha t  cannot be answered by 
the study of integrated cha rac t e r i s t i c s  alone. One example i s  
what might cause one i t e m  t o  show excel lent  agreement with RMS 
values and poor agreement with cha rac t e r i s t i c  frequencies o r  
vice versa. Another example i s  anomalous degrees of agreement 
with f l i g h t  t e s t  data f o r  d i f f e ren t  response items. For these 
cases, comparison of f l i g h t  t e s t  and predicted power spectra  
usually provide enough information to  determine what the source 
of e r ro r  might be. Such an increase i n  resolut ion,  however, 
can lead t o  a th i rd  and disturbing example where integrated 
charac te r i s t ics  show excellent agreement but the power spectra  
a r e  poor. This l as t  example usually occurs i n  conjunction with 
the second example above. 
This second volume presents the predicted upper and lower 
The f l i g h t  t e s t  power spectra  a r e  shown on 
bounds power spectra fo r  a l l  of the cases and response items 
given i n  Volume I. 
each prediction p l o t  f o r  the nominal value of angle of a t tack  
tha t  most c losely agrees with the f l e x i b l e  angle f o r  the pre- 
diction. The f l i g h t  t e s t  and prediction conditions are given 
i n  tabular form fo r  a l l  cases considered. The order i n  which 
the p l o t s  a r e  given corresponds t o  t h a t  of the r e s u l t s  given 




l a  
FLEX 
a 
R I G  
a NOM 
a 2  
A T  
wing angle  of a t t a c k  
a i r p l a n e  angle  of a t t ack  f c r  f l i g h t  t e s t  data 
angle  of a t t z c k  f o r  r~ f l e x i b l e  a i r p l a n e  a t  
equivalent  f l i g h t  condi t ions 
average value of a achieved d u r i p g  a r i y e  s a m p l e  
wi th in  a maneuver 
value of a a t  the  beginning of a time sample 
value of a a t  the  end of a time s a ~ p l e  
t i z e  sarrple length, sec  
The p l o t t e d  upper and lower bounds of t he  pred ic ted  b u f f e t  
response power s p e c t r a  a r e  presented i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n .  Tables 
a r e  presented t o  descr ibe  the f l i g h t  t e s t  and p red ic t ion  con- 
d i t i o n s ,  The t a b l e  and p l o t  f i g u r e  nuEbers correspond t o  the 
following case  numbers : 
3 
Case 1: 
Case 2 :  
Case 3: 
Case 4 :  
Case 5:  
Case 6 :  
v :;;is,-= i ;  
Wing alone p r e d i c t i o n  
I = 2 6 O ,  X = 0 .80 ,  ),lt = 6035~1 
T o t a l  a i r p l a n e  p r e d i c t i o n  (ha l f  h o r i z o n t a l  t a i l ,  
matched f i r s t  wing t o r s i o n  mode f requencies )  
-1 = 26", M = 0.80, A l t  = 6035m 
Total  a i r p l a n e  p r e d i c t i o n  ( f i n a l  method) 
.I = 26O, M = 0.70, A l t  = 7559m 
Total  a i r p l a n e  p red ic t ion  ( f i n a l  method) 
1 = 50° ,  M = 0.85, A l t  = 8383m 
T o t a l  a i r p l a n e  p red ic t ion  ( f i n a l  method) 
.I = 72.5O, M = 0.85, A l t  = 7285m 
Considerable d iscuss ion  has been devoted t o  t h e  p r e d i c t i o n  
r e s u l t s  i n  Volume I. Thus, only some genera l  remarks w i l l  be 
made concerning the  o v e r a l l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of t h e  spec t r a .  
The wing t i p  accelerometer r e s u l t s  u sua l ly  show the  b e s t  agree- 
m e n t  with f l i g h t  t e s t  where as t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  loads are 
usua l ly  the w o r s t .  Since t h e  ho r i zon ta l  t a i l  b u f f e t  p ressures  
w e r e  estimated from wing loads ,  t h i s  i s  n o t  su rp r i s ing .  The 
predicted wing bending moment and shear  are also gene ra l ly  i n  
agreement with f l i g h t  t e s t  r e s u l t s .  Due t o  the  s h o r t  moment arm, 
4 
wing torsion i s  usually less i n  agreement with f l ight  test .  
An interesting observation can be made on the cog. and p i l o t  
seat  accelerometers. Since they are on the centerline, upper and 
lower bounds cannot be defined for these items as they are f o r  
the other response items. Hence, lateral  accelerations are due 
t o  antisymmetric responses and vertical accelerations are due to 
symmetric responses. To the contrary, f l ight  t e s t  results show 
that both vertical  and la teral  accelerometers each respond i n  
both symmetric and antisymmetric modes. This i s  perhaps the 
strongest indication of the presence of asymmetric modes that 
has been observed. 
The effect  of using inaccurate unsteady aerodynamics was 
discussed i n  Volume I i n  relation t o  the predictions made for 
Case 7. The power spectra comparisons further i l lustrat ,e the 
importance of accurate unsteady aerodynamics. 
the f l ight  tes t  data i s  very poor for C Y =  8.4O and 15.5' when 
compared with the other predictions for Cases 1-6. 
The bounding of 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Detailed power spectral density p l o t s  have been presented 
i n  this volume as an aid to better understanding the integrated 
buffet response results given i n  Volume I of this report. 
Generally, the f l ight  tes t  power spectra are well bounded by 
the predicted upper and lower bounds power spectra. In many 
cases, where right and l e f t  hand data are available from the 
airplane, the f l igh t  t e s t  results verify the separation of the 
upper and lower bounds. 
These results are presented also as a means of further 
verifying the prediction method as discussed in  Volume I. 
Since high intensity buffet response of a i rc raf t  i s  highly 
dependent on type of maneuver , atmospheric conditions , pi lo t  
characteristics and other items, i t  w a s  f e l t  that  a peak-by-peak 
discussion of each power spectrum was not warranted. 
more important i s  that the upper bound which represents the 
maximum possible response i s  r a r e l y  exceeded except i n  special 
cases o r  for certain items. 
the minimum possible response level rarely f a l l s  above f l igh t  
test data,, These were the desired results. 
What i s  
Likewise, the lower bound which i s  
5 
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TABLE 1.- F L I G H T  TEST AND P R E D I C T I O N  CONDITIONS FOR 
CASE 1, WING ALONE, A = 26O, M = 0.80,  





C .G. ACCELEROMETERS: 
VERTICAL.. ... AB018 










FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS 
25.6, - 
0.80 - 0.78 
6035m (19,800 ft) 
266,004N (59,800 lb) 






12 . 70, 
11 . 05 
0 5. 98, 
7. 12, 




- I -  ~  
- 
0 14. 95, 
14.95 











6035m (19,800 ft) 
266,004N (59,800 lb) 
- 
0 10 . 18, 
14.4 13.26 
* CL"FLEX --=  0.920 as obtained from Figure 4, Vol. I 
C L " ~ ~ ~  *FLEX 
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TABLE 2.- FLIGHT TEST AND PREDICTION CONDITIONS FOR 
CASE 2, TOTAL AIRPLANE (HALF HORIZONTAL TAIL), 
A = 26', M = 0 .80 ,  ALT = 6035m (19,800 f t )  
VERTICAL.. . . AB018 




TORQUE. . . . . . .SW125 
CASE 2 FLIGHT 77 RUN SC-R 
FLIGHT TEST C O N D I T I O N S  P R E D I C T I O N  C O N D I T I O X S  
Wing Sweep 25.6O 26O 
Mach 0.80 - 0.78 0.80 
A1 t i t ude  6035m (19,800 ft) 6035m (19,800 ft) 
Gross Weight 266,004N (59,800 lb) 266,044~1 (59,800 lb) 
P O I N T S  M A L Y S E D  
3 
* CLaFLEX = = 0.920 as obtained from Figure 4 ,  Val. I 
Q ~ R I G   FLEX 
8 
TABLE 3 . -  FLIGHT TEST AND PREDICTION CONDITIONS FOR 
CASE 3 ,  TOTAL AIRPLANE (FINAL METHOD), 
A = 26O, M = 0.70, ALT = 7559m (24 ,800 ft) 
o.......... 
ACCELEROXETERS : 
CASE 3 FLIGHT 48 RUN 6 
Wing Sweep 
Mach 












8 . 72, 
9.70, 
10 . 30, 
11.15, 
14 . 25 
FLIGHT TEST CORDITIONS 
26.6, 
0.70 - 0.68 
7559m (24,800 ft) 
294,472N (66,200 lb) 
















7559111 (24,800 ft) 
293,138N (65,900 lb) 
* 












* ' L ~ F L E X  - "RIG -  = 0.950 as obtained from Figure  4, Vol. I 
cLaRIG "FLEX 
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TABLE 4 . -  FLIGHT TEST AND PREDICTION CONDITIONS FOR 
CASE 4 ,  TOTAL AIRPLANE (FINAL METHOD), 
A = 50°, M = 0 . 8 5 ,  ALT = 8382m (27 ,500  ft) 
HORIZONTAL T A I L  P I V O T  LOADS : 





L/H.. . . .AWOOl 
BENDING MOMENT..SW124 
TORQUE..........SW125 
CASE 4 FLIGHT 61 RUN R227 
I F L I G H T  TEST C O N D I T I O N S  
Wing S w e e p  
Mach 
A 1  t i tude 
Gross Weight 
49.1' 
0.82 - 0.79 
8382m (27,500 f t )  
330,948~1 (74,400 lb) 
POINTS ANALYSED 
A T  a1 a 2  OMAX =NOM 
1 8.05O 10.10' - 8.9 
1 10. l oo  10.80' - 10. oo 
1 10.60' 12. 70' - 11. 1' 
1 7.10' 9.25' - 7.9: 
1 12. 90' 14. 60' 14.60' 13.1' 
I P R E D I C T I O N  CONDITIONS 
8382m (27,500 f t )  
331,392N (74,515 lb) 
a F L E X  
11 .lo t 14.4' a R I G  - 8.1° - 10.2' 13.2' 
* ' L ~ F L E X  -  RIG -  = 0.920 as obtained from Figure 4, Vole 1 
C L a ~ ~ ~   FLEX 
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TABLE 5.- FLIGHT TEST AND PREDICTION CONDITIONS FOR 
CASE 5, TOTAL AIRPLANE (FINAL METHOD), 






HORIZONTAL TAIL PIVOT LOADS: 
SHEAR.. . . . . . . . . .L/H ~ ~ 0 7 7 ,  R/H ST072 
BENDING MOMENT. .L/H sTO78, R/H sm73 




L/H.. . . .AWOOl 






17 . 90' 










- 7.8O 7.8' 7.1° - 9.4O - 
19.35' 17.7' - - 
- 
- 11.1' 11.1' 10.2: - 14.4' 14.4' 13.3 
POINTS ANALYSED 
AT a 1  
~~ ~~ 
FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS I I PREDICTION CONDITIONS 
72.2' 
0.89 - 0.84 
72. 5' 
0.85 
7285m (23,900 f t )  
268,673N (60,500 lb) I 7559m (24,800 ft) 265,559N (59,700 lb)  
* 
a2 QMAX "NOM aFLEX " RIG 
* CLaFLEX = a = 0.890 as obtained from Figure 4 ,  Vol. I 
C L a R I G  "FLEX 
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TABLE 6.- FLIGHT TEST AND PREDICTION CONDITIONS FOR 
CASE 6, WING ALONE (FINAL METHOD), 
A = 50°, M = 1.20, ALT = 9053m (29,700 ft) 
m 
FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS PREDICTION CONDITIONS 
Wing Sweep 49.8' 50' 
Mach 1.20 - 1.15 1.20 
A 1  t i t u d e  9053m (29,700 f t )  9053m (29,700 ft) 
Gross Weight 261, l l l N  (58,700 l b )  261,778N (58,900 lb) 
POINTS ANALYSED I 













12. 10' 13.70' 
13.70' 13. 90' 
CASE 6 FLIGHT 48 RUN 4 
* 
"MAX QNOM FLEX R I G  
- 4.9' - - - 8.6' - - - 12.4O 12.4' 10.2' 
15.0' 13.7 16 .lo 13.2' 
1 2  
W i n g  S w e e p  
Mach 
A l t i t u d e  
Gross Weight 
a2 aMAx "NOM 
TABLE 7 . -  FLIGHT TEST AND PREDICTION CONDITIONS FOR , 
CASE 7, WING ALONE (FINAL METHOD) , 
A = 7 2 . 5 O ,  M = 1.20, ALT = 9083m (29,800 ft) 
* 





L/H. . . . .AWOOl WING STATION NO. 1: 
BENDING MDMENT. ~ ~ 1 2 4  

















I "1A T  
- 4.8' 1 - - - 8.1' 8 .  lo 7.1: - 11.6: 11.6' 10.2 - 15.1 15. 1' 13.4O 
FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS 11 PREDICTION CONDITIONS 
72.2' 
1.20 - 1 .16  
9083m (29,800 ft) 
274,455N (61,700 lb)  
72.5' 
1.20 
9083m (29,800 ft)  
268,673N (60,500 lb )  
* CLaFLEX = 
I 0.837 as obtained from Figure 4, Vol. I 
c L a ~ ~ ~   FLEX 
13 . 
= 6.9O FLT A AWOOl 0 AW002 cy 
F-lllA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 7 7 ,  SC-R 
SwEEP=26 DEG. MACH=.8, A L T = 6 0 3 5 t M I ,  ALPHA= 6.6 
W I h!G i I P ACCELEROMETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
N 
\ 
























Figure 1.- Power spectra f o r  Case 1, wing alone, A =26 0 , M=0.80, 
alt.=6035m (19,800 ft) 
(a) wing tip accelerometer 
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A A W O O l  0 AW002 a FLT = 11.7' 
F-111A WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. SC-R 
SWEEPz26 OEG. MACH=.8* ALT=6035ttIl. ALPHA= 11.1 
W I NG T I P  ACCELERONETER 





























FREQUENCY c HZ 1 
Figure 1.- (a) Wing t i p  accelerometer (continued) 
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= 14.1° FLT A AWOOl 0 AW002 a 
F-I1IA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  77. SC-R 
SVEEP=26 DEG. f l hCH=.8~  ALT=6035CMI*  ALPHA= 14.4 
WING T I P  ACCELEROMETER 
























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1. - (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) 
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0 AB018 = 6 .9O FLT a 
MIKG 6UFFET RESPONSE. F--l!!Ae CONTRACT NAS2 - 7091 
SYEEP = 2G OEGe HACH = .Go ALT = 19.86. ALPHAS 6.6 
CmGm VERTICAL ACCELERCHETER. FS = 529 


























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
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y -- 
= 11.7' F LT 0 AB018 a 
WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F-lllA. CCNTRACT NAS2 - 7091 
SWEEP = 26 UEG. HACK= 08. ALT = 19.5K. ALPHA= 11.1 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELERC>:ETER. FS = 529 
CIRCLE = 1 OOF PLUS = 2 OOF x = 9 o w  
~, . . . I . .  . . I  
F R E Q G E N C Y  C HZ 1 


























= 14.1' FLT 4 AB018 a 
WING BUFFET RESPONSE- F-1llAe CONTRACT NAS2 - 7091 
SWEEP = 26 DEG- MACH= -8. ALT = 19,5K. ALPHA= 14.4 
C-G-  VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
CIRCLE = 1 DOF PLUS = 2 OOF X = 9 OOF 
FREQUENCY [CYCLES PER SECOND) 
Figure 1.- (b) C.G.  vertical accelerometer (continued) 
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= 6.9O a FLT 0 AF009 
WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F-111A. CONTRACT NAS2 - 7091 
SWEEP = 2G DEG. MACH = ALT = 19.8K. ALPHA= 6.6 
P I L O T  S T A T I O N  VERTICAL ACCELEROHETER, FS = a  255 


























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 


























= 11.7O FLT 0 AF009 a 
WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F-1I1A. CONTRACT NAS2 - 7691 
SYEEP = 26 DEG. H A C "  e8. ALT = 19.5K. ALPHA= 11,1 
PILOT STATIcli4 VERTICAL ACCZLEROXETER. FS = 255 
CIRCLE = 1 DOF PLUS = 2 OOF X = 9 OOF 
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FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1. - (c) Pi lot  seat vert ical  accelerometer (continued) 
21 
= 14.1' a FLT 0 AF009 
YING BUFFET RESPONSE- F - l l l A r  CONTRACT NASZ - 7091 
PILOT S T A T I O N  VERTICAL ACCELEROHETER. FS = 255 
SWEEP = 26 CEG. MACH= -8. A L T  = 19-5K. ALPHA= 14.4 




























FREQUENCY (CYCLES PER SECOND1 
Figure 1. - (c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
22 
= 6.9' FLT 0 AB020 
ANTI WIKG BUFFET RESlBNSE. F-111A 
SWEEP = 26 OEG. tlACH= ALT = 19.5K. ALPHA= 6.6 
C-G, LATERhL ACCELEROHETER 





FREQUENCY C H f  1 
Figure l . - ( d )  C.G. lateral accelerometer 
23 
i 
0 AB020 = 11.7' FLT 
ANTI WING BUFFET RESPONSEe F-IlIA 
SYEEP = 26 DEG. MACH= . 8 ~  ALT = 19.5K0 ALPHA- 11,1 
CeG. LATERAL ACCELERGMETER 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 3 OOF CIRCLE = I O  OOF 
N 
I 























FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
F i g u r e  1.- (d) C.G. l a t e r a l  a c c e l e r o m e t e r  (cont inued)  
24 
0 AB020 = 14.1' FLT a 
ANTI WING BUFFET RESPUNSE. F-1llA 
SUEEP = 26 DEG. HACH= 08. A L T t  19mSK1 ALPHAS 14.4 
C. G. LATERAL ACCELEROMETER 




























t o  
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1. - (d) C.G. lateral accelerometer (continued) 
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ANTI WING BUFFET RESIaNSEe F-1llA 
WEEP = 26 DEG. HACH= ,8. ALT = 19.56. ALPHA= 6.6 
P I L G T  STATION LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 DOF A = 3 O W  CIRCLE = 10 O W  
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FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1.- (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer 
26 
0 AFOlO = 11.7' a~~~ 
ANTI  UING BUFFET RESPONSE. F-lllA 
P I L O T  STATIGN LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. F S  = 529 
SYEEP = 26 OEG. HAW= .8. ALT = 19.5K. ALPHA= 11.1 
























FREQUENCY C Hf 3 
Figure 1.- (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
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FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 1. - (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
28 
t 
= 6.9O FLT A SW123 a 
F - l I 1 A  WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. SC-R 
SWEEP=26 DEG. MACH=. 8 .  ALT=6035CMlr  ALPHA= 6.6 
W I N G  SHEAR CNI A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
I 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1.-(f)  Wing shear 
29 
4 
A SW123 = 11.7' FLT a 
F-lllA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. SC-R 
SWEEP=26 DEG. H h C H = . 8 .  A L T = 6 0 3 5 C M I .  ALPHA= 11.1 
W I N G  SHEAR CNI AT SPAN S T A T I O N  75 























FREQUENCY t HZ 1 
Figure 1.- (f) Wing shear (continued) 
30 
= 14,1° FLT A SW123 a 
F-ZllA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE, FLf 77. SC-R 
SHEEP=26 DEG. MACH=.8. ALT=6035CtIl. ALPHA= 14.4 
WING SHEAR CNI AT SPAN S T A T I O N  75 























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1.-  (f)  Wing shear (continued) 
31 
A SW124 = 6.9O OL FLT 
F-11lA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 77. SC-R 
Slt'EEP=26 DEG, MACH=. 8 .  A L T = 6 0 3 5 [ M l  P ALPHA= 6.6 
WING BENDING MOMENT CM-Nl A T  SPAN STATION 7 5  
























FREQUENCY C H P  1 
Figure 1.- (g) Wing bending moment 
32 
A SW124 = 11.7' FLT a 
F-1lIA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPCNSE. FLT 77. SC-R 
Sk'EEP=26 OEG. MACH=. 8 .  A L T = 6 0 3 5 C M l  A L P H A =  11.1 
W I N 5  BENDING HOlYENT CH-Nl A T  SPAN STATIGN 75 

























FREGUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  1. - (8) Wing bending moment ( con t inued)  
33 
= 14.1' 


























F - 1 1 l A  WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. SC-R 
SVEEP=26 D E G s  MACH=.S. hLT=6035(Ml* ALPHA= 14.4 
UIKG BENDING MOMENT CM-Nl AT SPAN STATION 75 





I . O l l D * O  
I . * , I  0.O 
I D  I D  
Figure 2 .  
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
ding bending moment (continued) 
34 
A SW125 = 6,9O a FLT 
F-IIIA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 77. SCLR 
Sk'EEP=26 O E G I  MACHz.8. ALT=6035(Mls ALPHAz6.6 
WING TORQUE CM-Nl A T  SPAN STATION 75 































FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1.-(h) Wing torsion 
35 
= 11.7' 



























F - 1 l l A  V I N G  ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT  77. SC-R 
SYEEP=26 DEG. MACHz.8. ALT=6035CMl. ALPHA= 11.1 
WING TORQUE C M - N l  AT SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure  1.- (h) Wing t o r s i o n  (continued) 
36 
= 14.1' O1 FLT A SW125 
F-111A WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. 
SYEEf'=26 OEG. MACH=. 8. ALT=6035tMl. ALPHA= 14.4 
WING TORRUE CM-Nl AT SPAN S T A T I O N  75 
FLT 770 SC-R 





























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 1.- (h) Wing tors ion (continued) 
37 
A AWOOl 0 AW002 = 6.9' FLT lY 
F-IIlA \.(IP!G EUFFET REE?ONSE.  FLT 77.  RUN S AND C-R 
SL'EEP=26 O E G ,  t-lACH=.G, A L T = 6 0 S 5 C H l .  ALPHA= 6.6 
H I  i < G  TIP hCCELERC;;ETEZ 
C I R C L E  = UFFER CGUI';DS SQUARE = L3I:ER EOUNOS 
i r  
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 2.- Power spectra for 
-- . .  . . . .  . . . .  
\ - .  . . . - .  . . 
Case 2, total airplane (half horizontal tail), 
A=26', M=O.  80, alt . =6035m (19,800 ft) 
(a) wing tip accelerometer 
38 
A AWOOl 0 AW002 = 11.7' FLT CY 
F-IlIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEPz26 DEG. MACH=.8. ALT=6035CM), ALPHA= 11,1 
WING T I P  ACCELEROMETER 

























FREQUENCY [ HZ 1 

























= 14.1O a FLT A AWOO1 0 AWOO2 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT  77. RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEPz26 DEGI MACHz.8.  ALT=6035EMl .  ALPH.A= 14.4 
WING T I P  ACCELEROMETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 



















0 AB018 = 6,9’ FLT a 
F-IllA SYH. AC BUFFET. HALF T A I L .  TORSION FREQS. 
SYEEP = 26 DEGo HACH= -80 ALT = 19.EK. ALPHA= 6.6 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
SOUARE = 1 DOF A = 2 DOF C I R C L E  = 14 O W  
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 





























0 AB018 = 11,7' a~~~ 
F-111A SYH. AC BUFFET. HALF T A I L .  TORSION FREQS. 
SWEEP = 26 DEG. MACH= -8.  ALT = 19.8X.  ALPHA= 11.1 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
SQUARE = I OOF A = 2 OOF C I R C L E  = 14 OOF 
FREQUENCY C HZ  I 


























= 14.1'  CY^^^ o AB018 
F-1llA SYfl. AC BUFFETm HALF T A I L .  TORSION FREOS. 
SWEEP = 26 UEG. HACH= -8-  ALT = 19.8K. ALPHA= 14.4 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELERGKETER- FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 2 OOF C I R C L E  = 14 OCJF 
I.-+ - -1 ~- -.o--4- 
0 :  
a FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 2.-(b)  C.G. vertical accelerometer (continued) 
43 
= 6.9' FLT 0 AF009 01 
F-1llA SYn- AC BUFFET. HALF TAIL. TORSION FREQS- 
SWEEP = 26 UEG. MACH= -8. ALT = 19.8K.  ALPHA= 6.6 
PILOT S T A T I 6 N  VERTICAL ACCELERBWETER. FS = 255 




























FREGUENCY C HZ I 



























0 AF009 = 11.7' FLT 
F-lllA SYH, AC BUFFET, HALF T A I L ,  TORSION FREQS. 
SWEEP = 26 UEGm MACH= -8. ALT = 19.8Km ALPHA= 11.1 
PILOT S T A T I O N  VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 
SQUARE = 1 00F A = 2 OOF CIRCLE = 14 OOF 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 2. - (c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
45 
= 14.1' 
O1 FLT 0 AF009 
F-llIA SYH, AC BUFFET. HALF T A I L .  TURSION FREQS. 
SWEEP = 26 DEG. MACH= -8.  ALT = 19-8K. ALPHA= 14.4 
P I L O T  STATIGN VERTICAL XCCELERBHETERm FS = 255 
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FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure  2 . - (c)  P i l o t  s e a t  v e r t i c a l  a c c e l e r o m e t e r  (cont inued)  
46 
= 6.9' a~~~ 0 AB020 
F-111A ANTI AC BUFFET. 
SWEEP = 26 OEG. HACH= -8. ALT = 19.8K. ALPHA= 
HALF TAIL. TORSION FREQS. 
6.6 C.6- LATERAL ACCELEROHETER. FS = 529 
SGUARE = 1 ObF A = 3 D8F CIRCLE = 18 OOF 
a 
1 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 2. - (d)  C.G. lateral accelerometer 
47 
0 AB020 = 11.7' a FLT 
F-111A A N T I  AC BUFFET. HALF T A I L .  TORSION FREOS. 
SWEEP = 26 BEG. MACH= .8. ALT = 19.C:K. ALPHA= 11.1 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROHETER. F S  = 529 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 3 OOF CIRCLE = 18 OOF 
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Figure 2.-(d) C.G. lateral accelerometer (continued) 
0 
= 14,l 0 AB020 O1 FLT 
F-I11A ANTI AC BUFFET. HALF T A I L .  TCRSION FREQS. 
SWEEP = 25 DEG. HACH= -80 ALT = I9.8Xo ALPHA= 14.4 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROHETER. FS = 529 
SQUARE = I DOF A = 3 DOF CIRCLE = 18 O f F  
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FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 2 . - (d )  C.G. lateral accelerometer (continued) 
49 
0 AFOlO = 6.9' FLT a 
F-111A A N T I  AC GUFFET. HALF TAIL. TCS.RSION FREOS. 
SQUARE = 1 DBF A = 3 DOF C I R C L E  = 18 OOF 
S E E P  = 26 DEG. HACH= -8. ALT = 19,EX. ALPHA= 6.6 
PILOT STAT1C:J LATERAL ACCELEROKETER. FS =, 255 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 2. - (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer 
50 
I 
= 11.7' FLT 0 AFOlO a 
F-IIIA ANTI AC BUFFET* HALF T A I L .  TORSION FREQS. 
SMEEP = 26 UEG. HACH= . e m  ALT = 19.8Km ALPHA= 11.1 
P I L O T  STATIG?i  LATERAL ACCELEROKETER. FS = 255 


























Figure 2 .- (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
51 
0 AFOlO = 14.1' F LT CY 
F-IIIA ANTI  AC BUFFET. HALF T A I L .  TORSION FREQS. 
SWEEP = 26 OEG. HACH= -8.  ALT = 19-EK. ALPHA= 14.4 
P I L O T  S T A T I O N  LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 
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A SW123 a~~~ 
F-111A VING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AN0 C-R 
St/EEP=26 DEG. MACH=.E?. ALT=S035CMl. ALPHA= 6.6 
V f N G  SHEAR I N )  AT SPAN STATION 75 





FREQUENCY C HZ ,l 

























A SW123 = 11.7O a FLT 
F - I I I A  WING BUFFET R E S P O N S E ,  F L T  7 7 .  RUN S AND C-R 
S W E E P z 2 6  OEG, MACH=. 8, A L T = 6 0 3 5 C M I .  A L P H A =  11.1 
WING SHEAR [ N l  A T  SPAN S T A T I O N  7 5  
C I R C L E  = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  2 . - ( f )  Wing s h e a r  ( con t inued)  
54 
= 14.1' 
A SW123 Q~~~ 
F-lllh WING B U F F E T  RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AND C-R 
Sh'EEPz26 DEGv MACH=. 8 .  ALT=6035CMl .  ALPHA= 14.4 
WING SHEAR CNI AT SPAN STATION 75 
























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 2.- (f) Wing shear (continued) 
55 
= 6.9' a FLT A SW124 
F-11114 M I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77, RUN S AND C-R 
Sh'EEf'=ZS OEG. MACH=.Br ALT=G035[MI ALPHA= 6.6 
WIb!G LENOING MOXENT C M - N l  A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER m u m s  SQUARE = LOL'ER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 2.-(g) Wing bending moment 
5 6  



























F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT  77 .  RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEP=26 DEG. MACH=. 8.  ALT=6035CMl ALPHA= 11,1 
WING BENDING MOMENT [M-N! A T  S2AN STATION.75  . 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER EOUNOS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 2 . - (g )  Wing bending moment (continued) 
57 
= 14, lo a FLT A sw124 
F-IIIA W I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  77. R U N  S A N D  C-R 
SWEEPz26 DEG, MACH=. 89 A L T , = 6 0 3 5 C M I  v A L P H A =  14.4 
WING BENDING MOMENT ( M - N 3  A T  S P A N  S T A T I O N . 7 5  




























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  2 e - (8) Wing bending moment ( con t inued)  
58 
= 6 . 9 O  FLT A SW125 a 
F-111A \fING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77r RUN S AND C-R 
St!EEP=2S O E G e  MhCH=.3. ALT=6025CNIr ALPHA= 6.6 
WING TO?:O?IE CM-Nl AT SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER GOUNDS SQUARE = LOYER BOUNDS 
I -  i I 
I 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 2 . - (h )  Wing tors ion 
59 
= 11.7' FLT A SW125 CY 
F - I l l A  WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  77. RUN S AND C-R 
Sh'EEPz26 DEG. MACH=. 8 .  ' ALT=6035CMle  ALPHA= 11.1 
WING TORQUE [M-N l  A T  SPAN STATION 7 5  



























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  2. = (h) Wing t o r s i o n  (cont inued)  
60 
0 
= 14.1 FLT LA SW125 01 
F-IIIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AND C-R 
Sh’EEPz26 OEG. MACHz.8. ALT=6035CMl. ALPHA= 14.4 
WING TORQUE [ M - N l  A T  SPAN S T A T I O N  7 5  
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
F R E Q U E N C Y  t HZ 1 


























A ST077 0 ST072 C L ~ ~ ~  = 6.9' 
F-IIIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 77,  RUN S AND C-R 
SVEEP=2S OEGm flACH=.O. ALT=6035CMI. ALPHA= 6.6 
H.T. P IVOT SHEAR CNI 
CIRCLE-=-UPPEH EGUNDS SQUARE = LOUER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 













J < a 
c 
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A ST077 0 ST072 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEP=26 DEG. MACH=. 8 .  ALT=6035CMle ALPHA= 11.1 
H.T. P I V O T  SHEAR EN1 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
1 .mx1 
1 ..It 




FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 2 .  - ( i )  Horizontal t a i l  shear (continued) 
63 
0 
= 14.1 A ST077 0 ST072 a FLT 
F-111A W I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  77.  RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEPz26 DEG. MACHz.8. A L T = 6 0 3 5 [ M l r  ALPHA? 14.4 
H.T. P I V O T  SHEAR [ N l  
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER B~UNIIS 
...... I 
I 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 


















































F-1llA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEP=26 OEGr MACH=. 8 r  
H;T. PIVOT EENDI:.'G FIBFIENT CN-N)  
ALT=6035CMlr ALPHA= 6.6 
CIRCLE = UPPER EOUNOS SQUARE = LOWER BGUNDS 
FREQUENCY [: HZ 1 
Figure 2.-( j)  Horizontal  t a i l  bending moment 
65 
A ST078 0 ST073 = 11.7' FLT CY 
F-IIIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77, RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEPz26 DEG. MACH=. 8. A L T = 6 0 3 5 C M I  * ALPHA= 11.1 
H.T. PIVOT BENDING MOMENT E f l - N I  


























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 2. - ( j )  Horizonta l  t a i l  bending moment (continued) 
66 
0 
= 14.1 FLT A ST078 o ST073 CY 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEP=26 DEG. MACH=. 8. ALT=6035CMls ALPHA= 14.4 
H.T. P I V O T  BENOING MOMENT CM-NI 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
Figure Z . - ( j )  Horizontal t a i l  bending moment (continued) 
67 
= 6.9' FLT A ST135 0 ST118 CY 
F-lllh WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AN0 C-R 
St!EEP=26 DEG, i - lACH=.C,  ALT=S035CMI ALPHA= 6.6 
H.T. P I V O T  TORCUE CM-Nl 


























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  2.  - (k) H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  t o r s i o n  
68 
A ST135 0 ST118 = 1 1 . 7 O  FLT 01 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77. RUN S AND C-R 
SWEEPz26 DEG. MACH=. 8, ALT=6035[Ml e ALPH.A= 11.1 
H.T. P IVOT TORQUE I M - N l  
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 





























= 14,1° a FLT A ST135 0 ST118 
F-IIIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 77, RUN S AND C-R 
S W E E P = 2 6  DEGI MACH=. 8 *  ALT=6035CMl ,  ALPHA= 14.4 
H . T .  P I V O T  T O R Q U E  C M - N l  
CIRCLE = UPPER B ~ U N D S  SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
I D  I D  
F R E Q U E N C Y  C HZ I 
Figure 2.  - (k) Horizontal t a i l  to rs ion  (continued) 
70 
0 
= 8.8 a~~~ A AWOOl 0 AW002 
F-111A V I N G  QUFFET RESP&NSE* FLT.48. RUN 6 
SL’EEPeG CE6. MACH=.7. A C T = 7 5 5 3  HETERS. ALPHA= 9,6 
gll!G T I P  ACCELERZXETER 


























Figure 3. - Power spectra f o r  
Case 3, total airplane (final method), 
A=26’, M=O.70, alt.=7559m ( 2 4 , 8 0 0  ft) 



























= 9.8’ a~~~ A AWOOl 0 AW002 
F-1113 H I R 3  SUFFET RESPW<SF, FLT.rO. RUN 6 
SYEEP=25 DES. !IACH=.7. ALT=75SQ METERS, A L P H A =  10.7 
WINS T I P  ACCELEROMETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER D2UNDS SQUARE = COb’ER 5OUNOS 
s .Ill 3- 91 




I . l u g - ’  
FREOUENCY C HZ 1 

























FREQUENCY ( HZ 1 
Figure 3. - (a) Wing t i p  accelerometer (continued) 
73 
’ 74 
= 11.8’ a FLT A AWOO1 0 AWOO2 
F-111 &- YING BUFFET RESPCINSE. FCT. 4 8 ,  RUN 6 
U I N G  T I P  ACCELEXMETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
SEEEP=26 DEG. MACH=.7. hLT=7559 HETEQS. ALPHA= 12.8 
FREQUENCY t HZ 1 
Figure 3. - (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) 
= 14.6O 
a~~~ A AWOO1 0 AW002 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 3. -(a) Wing t i p  accelerometer (continued) 
75 
0 AB018 0 = 8,8 u~~~ 
SYM F - l l l A  WING BUFFET RESDONSE* FLT 48. RUN 6 
Sk'EEP=26 GEG. KACHz.7 .  ALTz-7559 KETERS. ALPHA= 9.6 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 2 O W  C I R C L E  = 14 OOF 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3 . - ( b )  C.G.  vertical accelerometer 
76 
0 AB018 = 9 .8O FLT a 
SYH F - I I I A  WING BUFFET R E S P O N S E .  F L T  4 8 .  RUN 6 
SUEEPz26 DEG. HACH=.7 .  ALTz7559 METERS. ALPHA= 10.7 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROYETER. FS = 520 
S C U A R E  = 1 OOF A = 2 DOF CIRCLE = 1 4  D S F  
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3. - (b) C.G. vertical accelerometer (continued) 
77 
o AB018 = 10,7O a FLT 
S Y H r - l I l A  WING BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 4 8 .  RUN 6 
StlEEPz26 OEG. flACH=.7. ALTz7559 METERS. A L P H A = 1 1 * 8  
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER- FS = 529 

























FREQUENCY 1 HZ I 
Figure 3. - (b) C.G. vertical accelerometer (continued) 
78 
= 11.8' 
a~~~ 0 AB018 
/ 
SYM F-IIIA W I N G  BUFFET R E S P O N S E .  FLT 4 8 .  RUN 6 
SWEEPz26  DEG.  MACHz.7 .  A L T = 7 5 5 9  METERS. ALPHA=12,8  
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROHETER. F S  = 529 
S Q U A R E  = 1 OOF A = 2 DOF C I R C L E  = 14 OOF 
I .SI1 
I .a11 
I . 9 X l  
I .911 
FREQUENCY t HZ I 



























0 AB018 = 14.6' a~~~ 
SYH F -  1 1  1 A  W I N S  DLJFFET RESPC' !Sr .  FI- T 48. RUN 6 
S U E E P = 2 6  LEG. M A C H = . 7 .  ALT=7559 HETERS.  A L P H h =  17.1 
C.G. V E R T I C A L  ACCELEROMETER.  F S  = 5 2 9  
S3UARE = 1 O O F  A = 2 UOF C I R C L E  T4 DCF 
-. - . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  
. 6 . .  
. o c .  . Cr 
c 
n 
i '  
0 
ci 




Figure 3 . - (b )  C.G. vertical accelerometer (continued) 
80 
0 AF009 = 8.8O a~~~ 
SYM F-111A W1P:G BUFFET RESPONSE.  FLT 48.  RUN 6 
P I L O T  S T A T I C C J  VERTICAL A.CCELE?S?ETER. FS = 255 
Sk'EEP=26  CEG. EACH=.7. A L T = 7 5 5 9  K E T E R S .  ALPHA= 9.6 


























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3.-(c)  P i lo t  seat vertical accelerometer 
81 
= 9.8' a~~~ 0 AF009 
SYM F - l 1 1 A  W I r l G  BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  48. RUN 6 
SIJEEP=26  DEG. MfiLCH=.7. A C T = 7 5 5 3  M E T E R S .  ALPHA= 10,7 
PILOT S T A T I O N  V E R T I C A L  ACCELEROMETER. F S  = 255 



























FREQUENCY [ HZ I 
Figure 3.- (c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
82 
0 AF009 = 10.7' 
O1 FLT 
SYfl F-IlIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 ,  RUN 6 
SUEEP=26 OEG. f l h C H = . 7 .  ALTz7559 HETERS. ALPHA= 11.8 
PILOT S T A T I O N  VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 
SOUARE = I DOF A = 2 DOF CIRCLE = 14 OOF 
t 
FREQUENCY c HZ 1 
Figure 3. - (c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
83 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F igu re  3 . - ( c )  P i l o t  seat  v e r t i c a l  a c c e l e r o m e t e r  ( con t inued)  
84 


























Figure 3,  - (c) Pi lot  seat vert ical  accelerometer (continued) 
85 
= 8.8' a~~~ 0 AB020 
A N T I  F - 1 1 1 A  W I N G  B U F F E T  RESPONSE,  F L T  4 8 .  RUN 6 
Sk 'EEP=25 DEG, M A C H Z . 7 .  ALTz7559 M E T E R S ,  ALPHA= 9.6 
C.G. L A T E R A L  ACCELEROMETER, F S  = 529 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 3 DOF CIRCLE = 18 DOF 
! . -  
I 9  
FREQUENCY L HZ I 



























0 AB020 = 9.8’ FLT 
ANTI’F-IIIA W I N G  B U F F E T  R E S P O Q S E .  FLT 4 8 .  R U N  6 
C.5. CATERP.I- ACCELEROMETER. F S  = 529 
S Q U A R E  = 1 DOF A = 3 DOf- CIRCLE = 18 OOF 
Sk’EEP=26  OEG. E4CHz.7. ALTz7559 METERS. ALPHA= 10.7 
F R E Q U E N C Y  I HZ I 




























0 AB020 = 10.7' a~~~ 
i , :. 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 











0 AB020 = 11.8 a FLT 
A N T I  F-II1A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 .  RUN 6 
SWEEP=26  DEG. HACH=.7. ACT=7559 M E T E R S .  ALPHA= 12.8 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 3 OOF CIRCLE = ie OOF 
Figure 3.-  (d) C O G o  lateral  accelerometer (continued) 
89 
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FREQUENCY t HZ I 
3. - (d) C.G. lateral accelerometer (continued) 
90 



























A N T I  F-lIlA WING B U F F E T  RESPOYSE. FLT 4 8 s  RUN 6 
SVEEP=26 DEG. YhCH=.  7. ALT=7559 XETERS. A L P H A =  9.6 
PILOT STATION LATERAL A C C E L E W l ? E T E R ,  F S  = 255 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 3 DOF CIRCLE = 18 DOF 
Figure 3.-(e)  P i lo t  seat lateral  accelerometer 
91 
= 9.8O FLT 0 AFOlO a 
A N T I  F I I I I A  WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 .  RUN 6 
SWEEP=26 DEG. M A C H = . 7 .  A L T = 7 5 5 9  METERS.  ALPHA=10,7  
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 3 OOF CIRCLE = 18 OOF 
P I L O T  STATION LATERAL ACCELERSMETER,  F S  = 255 
N 
I 






















Figure 3.-(e) Pi lot  seat lateral  accelerometer (continued) 
92 
0 AFOlO = 10.7’ a~~~ 
FREQUENCY Hi! 1 
Figure 3 . - ( e )  P i l o t  seat l a t e r a l  accelerometer (continued) 
93 
0 AFOlO = 11.8' 
FLT CY 
ANTI F - I I I A  WING BUFFET RESP3NSE. F L T  4 8 .  RUN 6 
P I L O T  S T A T I O N  LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. F S  = 255 
SUEEP=26 OEG. H A C H = . 7 .  A L T = 7 5 5 9  METERS. ALPHA= 12.8 

























FREQUENCY t HZ I 
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FREQUENCY [ HZ 1 























I .9x1  
1 .911  
I . I 1 1  
I .9x1 
1 . I l l  
FREQUENCY c HZ 1 
Figure 3 . - ( f )  Wing shear 
96 
A SW123 = 9.8O  CY^^^ 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 


























1 . 5 1 0 '  
I .9119' 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
F i g u r e  3. -  ( f )  Wing s h e a r  (cont inued)  
98 
A SW123 = ll,8' F LT CY 
F-11lA WING EUFFET RESPbNSEe FLT.48. RUN 6 
SIIEEP-=ZS DEG. MACH=*'7* ALTz7559 METERS. ALPHA= 12.8 
WING SHEAR C-NI A T  SPAN STATIC?% 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
I .rn 
I .rn 
I . 9n  
1.911 
8 .318  
8.911 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3 .  - (f)  Wing shear (continued 
99 
A SW123 = 14.6’ 
FLT a 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3 . -  (f) Wing shear (continued) 
100 
A SW124 0 = 8.8 a FLT 
I FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3.-(g) Wing bending moment 
A SW124 0 = 9.8 FLT a 
W 
C 
F - l l h  WING BUFFET RESWNSE. F L T . 4 8 0  RUN 6 
SWEEP=28 OEG. MACH=.7. ALT=7559 METERS. ALPHA=10,7 
NG BENOIFiG MCYENT [H-Nl A T  SPAN STATIrlrN 79 
RCLE = UPPER B3UNDS SOUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY.[  HZ 1 




























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 

























= 11,8O FLT A SW124 
F- l I rA  WING BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT.48. RUN 6 
S Y E E P = 2 6  CEG. MACH=,7. ALT=7559 METERS. ALPHA= 12 , 8 
WING SENDING HGXENT (?I-N) A T  SPAN S T A T I O N  75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNOS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3 . - (g )  Wing bending moment (continued) 
104 










a W cn 
FREGUENCY C HZ 1 




























= 8.8 FLT A SW125 a 
F-11 l A - U I R 3  BUFFET RESPbNSE. FCf.48, RUN 6 
Sb’EEP=26 OEG. M&CH=.7. ALTz7553 HETERS. ALPHA= 9.6 
kJI1JG TGXCtlE C M - t l l  A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNOS SOUARE = LOHER BOUNOS 
I . 9 X l  
I . 9 I l  
I . 9 l l  
I . 9 l l  
I . 9 l l  
I .111 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure  3. - (h)  Wing t o r s i o n  
106 
= 9.8' 

























FREQUENCY C HZ 3 




FLT A sw125 
F - 1 1 l A ' W I R G  BUFFET RESPDNSE. FLT.48, RUN 6 
SgEEP=26 DEG. YACH=.7* ALT=7559 METERS, ALf"A=11,8 
WING TOROUE CH-Nl AT SPAN S T A T I O N  75 

































FREOUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  3.  - (h) Wing t o r s i o n  ( con t inued)  
108 
N 












J < e 
c 
0 







A SW125 = 11.8' FLT cy 
FREQUENCY. C HZ 1 
Figure 3 . -  (h) Wing tors ion  (continued) 
109 
110 
A SW125 0 = 14.6 
O1 FLT 
FREQUENCY HZ 1 
























= 8 . 8 O  a~~~ A ST077 o ST072 
F-llIA Y I M j  BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT.40, RUN 6 
SUEEPk26 DEI;. MACH=.7r hLT=7559 METERS. ALPHA= 9.6 
H.T. P I V O T  SHEAR CNI 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SOUARE = LOVER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3 . - ( i )  Horizontal t a i l  shear 
111 

























F-I?IA W I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT.48. RUN 6 
Sb’EEP=23 DEG, l i h C , H = . 7 .  hLT=7553 MSTERSI ALPHA= 10.7 
H.T. PIVbY S H E t . R  CNI 
CIRCLE = UPPER @OUN!IS SOUARE = LOWER RCXJNOS 
FREQUENCY C HI I 
























A ST077 0 ST072 = 10.7’ FLT 01 
F-1IIA WING BUFFET RESPbNSE. FLf.48.  RUN 6 
SWEEP=ZF; 0%. MACH=.’ID A L T = 7 5 5 9  METERS. ALPHA= 11.8 
H.T. P I V O T  SHEAR CNI 








Figure 3 . - ( i )  Horizontal t a i l  shear (continued) 
113 
= 11.8' FLT A ST077 0 ST072 01 
F-IllA WING BUFFET RESPDMSE. FLT.48. RUN 6 
SllEEPz26 CEG. MACH=.7. hLT=7559 METERS. ALPHA= 12 . 8 
H.T. PIVOT S;IEAR [ N l  
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOUER BOUNOS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  3. -  ( i )  H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  s h e a r  ( con t inued)  
114 
























FREQUENCY HZ 3 
Figure 3.-(i) Horizontal t a i l  shear (continued) 
115 
A ST078 o S ~ 0 7 3  = 8.8'  CY^^^ 
F-llIA WING EUFFET RESPCINSE. FLT.48. RUN 6 
SVEEP=26 D E G e  CJACH=.7. A L T = 7 5 5 3  METERS, ALPHA= 9.6 
H. T. P I V O T  CEIlE1t:G KCJENT CH-NI 



























FREQUENCY t HZ 1 




























A ST078 o ST073 = 9.8' 
FLT cy 
F-11 1 A- WING BUFFET RESPCINSE. FLT, 48. RUN 6 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SOUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
SYEEP=26 CEG. HACH=.7. ALTz7553 METERS. ALPHA= 10.7 




1 . 9 X I  
I . 9 X l  
I . 9 l l  
Figure 3.  - (j) Horizontal t a i l  bending moment (continued) 
117 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 3 . - ( j )  Horizonta l  t a i l  bending moment (continued) 
118 
= 11.8' a FLT A ST078 o ~ ~ 0 7 3  
F - I f - f A  WING BUFFET RESPbNSE. FCT.48. RUN 6 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
SWEEPz26 OEG. MF.CH=. 7. ALTz7559 METERS. ALPHA= 12 8 
H.T. P I V O T  BEKDING IISMENT CM-NI 

























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 3.-  (j) Horizontal t a i l  bending moment (continued) 
119 
A ST078 0 ST073 = 14.6' a FLT 






























= t3,a a~~~ 
A ST135 o ST118 
F - I I I A  UING BUFFET RESPDNSE. FLT.48. RUN 6 
SUEEPz26 DEG, tIACH=.7. ALTz7559 HETESS. ALPHAx9.6 
H.T. P I V O T  TORCUE CH-NI 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNOS SOUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREOUENCY C HZ 3 


























FREQUENCY t HZ 1 
Figure 3,- (k) Horizontal t a i l  to rs ion  (continued) 
122 






















F-11TA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLf,480 RUN 6 
SYEEP=26 CEG. nACH=*7. ALTz7553 HETERS. ALPHA=11,8 
H.T, P I V O T  TCRS!JE CH-N.rI 















FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 3 . -  (k) Horizontal t a i l  tors ion  (continued) 
123 
= 11.8' FLT A ST135 o ST118 a 
/ 
F-1llA WING BUFFET RESPDNSE, FCT.48 .  RUN 6 
SWEEP=26 DEGe MACH=. 70 ALT=7SSS HETERS, ALPHA= 12 8 
H.1. P I V O T  TCROtJE CH-N) 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 





















A ST135 o S ~ 1 1 8  = 14.6' FLT a 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 




A AWOO1 0 AW002 
F-llIA V I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. F l A C H = . 8 5 .  ALT=2382CMI. ALPHA= 8.9 
W I N G  T I P  ACCELEROPIETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER GOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 4 .  - Power spectra for 
Case 4 ,  total airplane (final method), 
A=5Oo, M=0.85, alt.=8382m (27,500 ft) 
( a )  wing tip accelerometer 
126 
A AWOOl 0 AW002 = 11.1O 
a~~~ 
F-11IA WING BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 50  DEG, MACH=. 85.  ALT=8382t t I l  rn ALPHA= 11,-1 
WING T I P  ACCELEROMETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOHER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 4 .  - (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) 
127 
0 
= 13.1 F LT A AWOO1 0 AW002 a 
F-1 1 1 A VIPIG BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 61 v RUN R227 
S:IEEP= 50 D E G s  P1,2CH=.C3.  hLT=33S2CWl. ALPl+h= 14.4 
I /  I b!G T I P ACCELERGFIETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER CGUiJDS SQUARE = LOUER eouws 
N 
\ 




















Figure 4.- (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) 
128 
o ~ ~ 0 1 8  = 8.9' F LT a 
SYH F-111A VING BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 61. RUN R227 
S\JEEP= 5 0  DEG. MhCH=.85. ALT=8382CMl. ALPHA= 8.9 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 


























FREQUENCY C HZ I 




= 11.1 FLT CY 
SYH F-1lIA VING BUFFET RESPONSE. F C T  61. RUN R227 
St!EEP= 5 0  O E G I  MhCH=.(35* *hLT=8382CMl.ALPHA= 11.1 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELERDIETER. FS = 529 


























FREQUENCY C HZ I 































O1 FLT 0 AB018 
S Y M  F-lllh WING EUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
C . G .  VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
S\IEEP= 50  DEG. MACH=. 35. hLT=8332(Ml ALPHA= 14.4 
SQUARE = 1 DOF A = 2 DOF CIRCLE = 14 DOF 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 4, - (b) C.G, vertical accelerometer (continued) 
131 
0 AF009 = 8.9' FLT a 
SYM F-1llA k I I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT  61. RUN R227 
S\IEEP= 5 0  OEG. M l i C H = . 8 5 .  ALT=3332CMl, ALPHA= 8.9 
PILOT STATION VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 
























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 4.-(c) P i l o t  s ea t  v e r t i c a l  accelerometer 
132 
0 AF009 = 1 L l 0  a FLT 
SYN F-1IlA \-/IKG BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. MACH=.85*  ALT=8322CM).ALPHA= 11.1 
P I L O T  STATION VERJICAL ACCELERUNETER. F S  = 255 
SQUARE = 1 DOF A = 2 DOF CIRCLE = 14 DOF 








FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 4.-(c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
133 
0 
= 13.1 FLT 0 AF009 01 
Figure  
SYH F-1IlA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 5 0  DEG. MACHz.85. ALT=33S2(N l .  ALPHA= 14.4 
P I L O T  STATION VERTICAL. ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 





FREQUENCY c HZ 1 


























= 8.9O FLT 0 AB020 a 
A N T I  F-IllA WING B U F F E T  RESPONSE* F L T  61. RUN R227 
SVEEP= SO DEGI I.lhCH=.85. , l L T = 2 3 8 2 t M l .  ALPHA= 8.9 
C . G .  L A T E R A L  ACCELEROMETER.  FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 DOF A = 3 DOF CIRCLE = 18 DOF 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 






ANTI  F - 1 1 1 A  WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R 2 2 7  
SWEEP= 5 0  OEG. M A C H = .  85. A L T = 8 3 8 2 t V l *  ALPHA= 11.1 
C.C. LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. F S  = 529 






FREQUENCY c HZ 3 






























= 13.1 a FLT 
A N T I  F-1IIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  61. RUN R227 
SIIEEP= 50 DEG. MACH=. 85. A L T = 8 3 3 2 ( H l  s A L P H A =  14.4 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 OOF A = 3 DOF CIRCLE = 18 OOF 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 4.- (d) C.G. lateral accelerometer (continued) 
137 
0 AFOlO 0 = 8.9 FLT a 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 4.-(e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer 
138 


























FREQUENCY C Hz I 
ANTI  F-IIIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 50 OEG. HACH=.85. ALT=8382CMl. ALPHA= 11.1 
PiLOT STATION LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. F S  = 255 
SQUARE = 1 DOF A = 3 DOF CIRCLE = 18 OOF 
Figure 4 .  - (e) P i l o t  s ea t  l a t e r a l  acceleroineter (continued) 
139 
= 13.1' 
F LT 0 AFOlO a 
ANTI F - I l l A  WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  61. RUN R227 
S H E E P =  5 0  DEG. MhCH=.GS. ALT=83S2CNl .  A L P H A =  14.4 
P I L O T  S T A T I O N  L A T E R A L  ACCELERONETER.  FS = 255 


























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
4. - (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
140 
A SW123 = 8.9' a FLT 
F-11IA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 6 1 s  RUN R227 
SHEEP= 50  DEG. MACH=.85. ALT=3392CMl. ALPHA= 8.9 
# I N G  SHEAR IN1 AT SPAN STATION 75 





FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure  4 . - ( f )  Wing shear 
141 
A SW123 = 11.1O 
O1 FLT 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 5 0  DEG, N A C H = . 6 5 *  ALT=83SZCHI. ALPHA= 11.1 
WING SHEAR C N I  A T  SPAN STATION 7 5  


























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 4 . - ( f )  Wing shear (continued) 
142 
A SW123 = 13.1' 
FLT CY 
F-1llA UING BUFFET RESPO:t!SE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
S!IEEP= 5 0  DEG. f lhCH=.C5.  ALT=G332CHl. ALPHA= 14.4 
WING SHEAR C?ll AT SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER EOUlUDS SQUARE = LOVER DOUNOS 
FREQUENCY C H'Z 1 




A SW124 a 
F-1lIA WING BUFFET RESP3NSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 5 0  DEG. f l h C H = . 3 5 .  A L T = 8 3 S Z C M I .  A L P H A =  8.9 
WING B E N D I N G  MOi lENT CM-Nl AT S P A N  S T A T I O N  75 
CIRCLE = U P P E R  EGUNDS SQUARE = LO:IER BOUNDS 
FREQl!ENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  4.-(g) Wing bending  moment 
144 
A SW124 = 11.1O a FLT 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61, RUN R227 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. MACH=. 85.  ALT=S392CHI. ALPHA= 11.1 
WING BENDIKG I’ICXENT CH-Nl AT SPAN STATION 75 

























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  4. - (8) Wing bending moment (cont inued)  
145 
A SW124 = 13.1° 
a FLT 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  4.- (g) Wing bending moment (cont inued)  
146 
A SW125 = 8.9' a~~~ 
F-lllA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT  61. RUN R227 
SHEEP= 50 DEG. MACH=. 85. ALT=83821Nl.  ALPHA= 8.9 
WING TORQUE CN-Nl A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = L-O\JER BCJUNOS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 4 . - ( h )  Wing torsion 
147 
A SW125 = 11,1° F LT a 
F-IllA W I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 61. RUN R227 
W I N G  TORQUE IM-141 f iT SPAN S T A T I O N  75 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. MhCH=.85. ALT=8332[MI. A L P H A =  11.1 
C I R C L E  = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = L O V E R  BO'JNDS 
N 
I 




















'FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  4,- (h) Wing t o r s i o n  ( con t inued)  
148 
A SW125 = 13.1' a~~~ 
F-IIIA V I N G  EUFFET RESPONSE. FLf 61. RUN R227 
S!!EEP= 50 OEG. PlACH=.C5. ALT=8322(Hl. ALPHA= 14.4 
W I f l G  TCCCUE Cll-NI A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER GGlJNDS SQUARE = LOMER EOUNOS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 



























A ST077 ~* ST072 = 8.9' FLT a 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT  61. RUN R 2 2 7  
SWEEP= 5 0  OEG. I . lhCH=.85~ ltLT=83D2CYlD ALPHA= 8.9 
H.T.  P IVOT SHEAR CNI 
CIRCLE = UPPEH BDUNOS SQUARE = LOIiER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure  4.- (i) Horizontal  t a i l  shear 
150 
I 
= 11.1O FLT A ST077 0 ST072 01 
F-1llA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
SVEEP= 5 0  DEG. flACH=.85. ALT=8382CHI. ALPHA= 11.1 
H.T. PIVOT SHEAR CNI 
CIRCLE = UPPER EOUNDS SQUARE = LOHER BOUNOS 
FREQUENCY C Hi! I 




= 13.1 FLT A ST077 o ST072 CY 
F-111A W IRG GUFFET RESPOF!SE* FLf 61 w RUN R227 
S\!EEP= 50 DEG. 14ACH=.ZS* ALT=3332CMl* ALPHA= 14.4 
H.T. P I V O T  SHEAR CN) 

























FREQUENCY ,.C HZ 3 
F i g u r e  4. - (i) i i o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  shear ( con t inued)  
152 
0 
= 8.9 FLT A ST078 o S ~ 0 7 3  a 
F-lllA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
SHEEP= 50 DEG. MP,CH=.8S.  ALT=9382t f l l .  ALPHA= 8.9 
H.T. P I V O T  BENDING PfOEiENT [M-N3 

















-J < lr 
- 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  4 .  - (j) H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  bending moment 
153 
A ST078 0 ST073 = 1l.l0 FLT OL 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 61, RUN R227 
SWEEP= 5 0  DEG, HAC -.35~ .hLT=8382Cf l I .  ALPHA= 11.1 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNGS SPJARE = LOVER BOUNDS 

























F i g u r e  
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
4. - ( j )  H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  bending moment ( con t inued)  
154 
A ST078 0 ST073 
0 
= 13.1 a FLT 
F-II1A VING CUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
St'EEP= 5 0  DEG. PlACH=.C;Zi* , ILT=S322(M).  ALPHA= 14.4 
H. T. P IVOT EEr~!DIb:G tIOI.;ENT CIl-N) 
CIRCLE = UPPER erxrms SQUARE = LOI:ER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 4.- (j) Horizontal t a i l  bending moment (continued) 
155 
= 8.9' FLT A ST135 o ST118 a 
F-1llA W I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
S\!EEP= 50 DEG. N h C H = . 8 S .  A L T = 8 3 8 2 I M l .  ALPHA=8,9  
H. T .  PIVOT TCRQUE I l l - N I  



























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  4. - (k) H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  t o r s i o n  
156 
I 
A ST135 0 ST118 = llJO FLT a 
F-II1A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 61. RUN R227 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. MACH=. 85. ALT=8382CMl*  ALPHA= 11,1 
H.T. P I V O T  TORQUE CM-N) 





























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 4. - (k) Horizontal t a i l  tors ion  (continued) 
157 
A ST135 0 ST118 a FLT = 13.1' 
F-1IIA WIFiG CUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 61. RUN R227 
S!!EEP= 5 0  PEG. t fACH=.  C 5 e  ALT=3332CMl. ALPHA= 14.4 
H.T. P I V O T  TG2CUE ( M - N l  
CIRCLE = UPPER CGUNOS SOUARE = LOVER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ -1 
F i g u r e  4 .  - (k) H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  t o r s i o n  ( con t inued)  
158 
A AWOOl 0 AW002 = 7,8' 
a~~~ 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSEI FLT 48. RUN 7 - R  
SYEEP=72.5 DEG. MACH=.85. ALT=72851Hl.  ALPHA=7,8 
WING TIP ACCELEROMETER 


















Figure 5.- Power spectra for 
Case 5, total airplane (final method), 
A=72.50, M=O.85, alt.=7285m (23,900 ft) 
(a) wing t i p  accelerometer 
159 
A AWOOl 0 AW002 0 = 11.1 FLT CY 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 5. - (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) 
160 
= 14,4' FLT A AWOO1 0 AW002 
F-lIIA WING 9'JrFET RESPCVSE, FLT 4 8 .  PUN 7-R  
SUEEP=72.5 SEG. HACH=, 8 5 .  
WING T I P  ACCELESSXETER 
ALT=7285CM!, ALPHA= 14,4 
C I R C L E  = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
IO t o  I# 
Figure 
FREQUENCY C HZ J 
5,- (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) 
161 


























F?;CJEI\CY c -z ] 

























0 AB018 0 = 11.1 FLT 'CY 
I 
FREQUENCY C HZ f 

























































' ? E ! L E \ C Y  c -2  I 






















0 AF009 = 11.1O a FLT 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
5 .  - ( c )  P i l o t  s e a t  v e r t i c a l  a c c e l e r o m e t e r  ( con t inued)  
166 
= 14.4' 0 AF009 a FLT 
Figure 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 





ANTI F-1llA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48.  RUN 7-R 
SVEEP=72.5 OEGI MACH=. 8 5 .  ALT=7285CMIm ALPNAi=7.8 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROKETER. FS = 529 

























FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 5.-(d) C O G .  lateral accelerometer 
168 
0 AB020 = 1 1 . 1 O  a~~~ 
Figure 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
5 . -  (d) C O G .  l a t e r a l  accelerometer (continued) 
169 
0 AB020 = 14.4' 
a~~~ 
Figure 5. - (d) C.G. lateral accelerometer (continued) 
170 
= 7.8' FLT 9 AFOlO a 
ANTI  F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 7-R 
SWEEP=72.5 DEG. MACH=.85. ALT=7285CNl. ALPHA= 7.8 
PILOT STATION LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 















0 AFOlO = 11,1° 
a~~~ 
FRECUENCY C HZ J 
Figure 5.- (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
172 


















FREQUENCY C If2 3 





F-1IlA WING BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 4 8 .  RUN 7-R 
SVEEP=72.5 DEG. MACH=. 85. ALT=7285CHl. ALPHA= 7.8 
WIN G  SHEAR CNI  A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
I 8  88 
F R E Q U E N C Y  C HZ 






























FREOUENCY I HZ 1 
Figure 5.-(f) Wing shear (continued) 
175 
A SW123 
F-11IA WING B U F F E T  RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 .  RUN 7 - 9  
SVEEP=72.5 D E G I  M A C i l = .  8 5 ,  hLT=7285CMl s ALPHA= 14.4 
WING SNEAR ( & I  A T  SPAN S T A T I 3 N  75 


























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  5.- ( f )  Wing s h e a r  ( con t inued)  
176  
A SW124 = 7 . 8  
O1 FLT 
F-lIlA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48,  RUN 7-5 
SYEEP=72.5 DEG. HACH=.85. ALT=7285(Hl. ALPHAz7.8 
WING B E N D I I i G  HOEENT IM-NI A T  SPAN STATION 75 
C I R C L E  = UPPER BOWDS SQUARE = LOh’ER ECIUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 5 . - ( g )  Wing bending moment 
177 
A SW124 = 11.1O 
FLT 0 
. . ,    . . . . .   , ,  . . , .  ,    . 
























FREQUENCY C HZ I 






F-IIlA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48, RUN 7 - R  
SwEEPz72.5 OEG. M A C H = . 8 5 *  ALT=7285(?1. ALP.HA= 14.4 
V I K G  BENDING Y Z V E N T  [M-Nl A T  SPAN STATICq 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
I 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  5. - (g) Wing bending moment (continued) 
179 


























F-IIIA W I N G  BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 7-R 
SWEEP=72.5 DEG. HACH=. 85. hLT=7285CflI. ALPHA= 7 8 
WI N G  TORQUE CH-Nl A T  SPAN STATIGN 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOVEK BOUNDS 
. . . .  
IS n ss 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 



































FREQUENCY c w z  1 




SwEEP=72.5 OEG. MACH=.ES'. A L T = 7 2 8 5 [ M l ,  ALPHA= 14.4 
W I K G  TORQUE ( Y - N l  A T  SPAN S T A T I O N  7 5  
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS S C J A R E  = LOWER BOUNDS 
A SW125 a 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE@ FLT 4 8 .  RUN 7 - R  
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 5 . -  (h) Wing tors ion  (continued) 
182 























F-IIIA WING BUFFET RESPONSE- F L T  48. RUN 7-9 
SUEEPz72.5 DEGv M A C H = .  85, ALT=728S[t l l  v ALPHA= 7 * 8  
H . T .  P I V O T  SHEAR CN) 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 5 * - ( i )  Horizontal  t a i l  shear 
183 
A ST077 0 ST072 
0 
= 11.1 a FLT 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :- ; . : : :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .._ * . , _-. !.!.-: !. : : 1 ! . .e?= . i ' . 
F i g u r e  
FREQUENCY . C  H Z  1 
5. - (i) H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  s h e a r  ( con t inued)  
184 
I 
= 14*4' a FLT A ST077 0 ST072 
F-11IA WING BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  48. RUN 7-R  
SWEEPz72.5 D E G I  f lACH=.BSe ALT=7285CMl. ALPHA=14,4 
H.T. P I V O T  SHEA2 [NJ 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SOUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY I HZ 3 




























A ST078 0 ST073 0 = 7.8 FLT a 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 48. RUN 7-R 
SHEEP=72.5 DEG. HACH=.85, ALT=7285CMl. ALPHA= 7.8 
H.T. P I V O T  BENDING MOMENT C H - N l  
CIRCLE = UPPER BQUNOS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
F i g u r e  5 . -  (j) H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  bending  moment 
186 
A ST078 o ST073 0 = 11.1 FLT a 
F-111A WING BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 4Br RUN 7 - 9  
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNOS 
SUEEP=72.5 O E G I  HACH=.85* ALT=728SCM) .  ALPHA= 11.1 
H.T. P I V O T  B E K D I I U G  KCXCIENT C 3 - N I  
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 5 . - ( j )  Horizontal tail bending moment (continued) 
187 
0 ST073 = 14.4' 
C l ~ ~ ~  
A ST078 
F-1llA WING BUFFET RES?C)NSE, FLT 48. RUN 7-R 
SYEEP=72.5 OEG. MACH=.85, ALT=7285[M) e ALPHA= 14.4 
H.T. ? I V [ j T  ; 3 E X \ ; D I N G  X C X E N T  (M-N)  




























F i g u r e  5. - (j) H o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  bending moment ( con t inued)  
188 
A ST135 o ST118 0 = 7.8 a~~~ 
F-Il1A WING BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 7 - R  
SYEEP=72.5 OEG. HACH=.8-5. ALT=7285CMl. A L P H A =  7.8 
H.T. PIVOT TGROUE CH-N) 

























FREQUENCY C HZ 1 



























A ST135 0 ST118 
0 
= 11.1 a~~~ 
H.T. PIVGT TC2OUE CM-NJ 
CIRCLE = UPPER e w m s  SQUARE = LOWER BOUNOS 
Figure 5 .  - (k) Horizontal t a i l  tors ion  (continued) 
190 


























FREQUENCY C .HZ 1 



























= 12.4' FLT A AWOOl 0 AW002 a 
F-1lIA W I N 5  ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 4 
SWEEP= 50 OEG. MACH=1.2. ALT=90531Hl,  ALPHA= 12.4 
WING T I P  ACCELEROflETER 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNOS 
Figure 6.- Power spectra f o r  
Case 6, wing alone (final method), 
h=50°, M=1.20, alt.=9053m (29,700 ft> 
(a) wing tip accelerometer 
192 
= 13.65O FLT A AWOOl 0 AWOO2 
F - I I I A  W'NG ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 .  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. MACH=I. 2. A L T = 5 0 5 3 C M ) .  ALPHA= 16.1 
WING T I P  ACCELEROMETER 





















































= 12.4 F LT o ~ ~ 0 1 8  CY 
F-1lIA W I N G  ALONE B U F F E T  RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 4 
SYEEP= 50  DEG. M A C H = l .  2. A L T = 9 0 5 3 1 M l  e A L P H A =  12.4 
C.G. V E R T I C A L  ACCELEROMETER, FS = 529 
SGUARE = 1 OOF A = 2 DOF C I R C L E  = 11 OOF 
I S  
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  6.-(b) C.G. v e r t i c a l  a c c e l e r o m e t e r  
194 
o ~ ~ 0 1 8  = 13.65' a FLT 
F-I11A WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48 .  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 5 0  DEGe MACH=l.Zm ALT=9053[Mle ALPHA=16.1 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELESOMETERe FS = 529 

























FREQUENCY ( HZ 1 
Figure 6. - (b)  C.G. vertical accelerometer (continued) 
195 
0 AF009 = 12.4' a FLT 
F-IIIA WING ALONE BUFFET R E S P O N S E ,  FLT 4 8 ,  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 50  DEG. E.4CH=1.2. ~ i T = ~ 0 5 3 ( M l .  ALPHA=12,4 
PILOT S T A T I O N  VERTICAL A C C E L E R O M E T E R .  FS = 255 


























F R E Q U E N C Y  C HZ 
am 
1 



























0 AF009 = 13.65' FLT CY 
F - I I I A  WING ALONE B U F F E T  RESPONSE. F L T  48. RUN 4 
Sk'EEP= 50 DEG. M A C H = I .  2. ALT=90531Mln ACPHA=16,1  
PILOT STATION V E R T I C A L  ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 
S Q U A R E  = 1 DOF A = 2 DOF C I R C L E  = 11 OOF 
1 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 6.-(c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
197 
0 AB020 = 12.4' a FLT 
F-IIIA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE, F L T  48, RUN 4 
Sh'EEP= 50 DEG. M A C - = :  - 2 .  hLT=9G53CMl. ALPHA=12.4 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROMETERV FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 DOF CIRCLE = 12 OOFl 
FREOUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 6 . - ( d )  C.G. l a t e r a l  accelerometer 
198 

























FL111A KING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 -  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. MACH=I. 2. ALT.=9053CRl.  ALPHA= 16.1 
C.G. LATERAL A C C E L E R O M E T E R -  FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 DOF CIRCLE = 12 DOF 






















0 AFOlO = 12.4' FLT a 
F-IIlA WING ALONE SUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 48 .  RUN 4 
PILOT S T A T I O N  L A T E R A L  ACCELEROMETER. 
SQUARE = 1 DOF 
SWEEP= SO DEG. MACH=1.2. A L T = S C 5 3 [ M l .  ALPHA= 12.4 
FS = 255 
C I R C L E  = 12 OW 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 6.-(e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer 
200 
= 13,65O a FLT 0 A F O l O  
F-I 1 1 A  WlNG ALCN'E BUFFET QESPDNSE. F L T  48 .  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 52 DEG. MACH=I.2. AiT=9C53tMl. A L P H A = 1 6 , 1  
PILOT STATIO& LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 233 
SQUARE = 1 DOF CIRCLE = 12 OW 
Figure 
FREQUENCY C HZ 1 
6. - ( e )  Pilot seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
201 
SW123 = 12.4' a FLT 
F - I ' I I A  WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 .  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. HACH=I.?e ACT=SC53CMI. ALPHAz12.4 
WING SHEAR C N I  A T  SPAN.STATION 75 

























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 6.-(f) Wing shear 
202 
= 13.65' a FLT A SW123 
F-lllA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. F L T  48 .  RUN 4 
SVEEP= 50 DEG. MAC"=l. 2- A L T = 8 0 5 3 C M ] .  ALPktA=16.1 
WING SHEA2 CNI A T  S P A N  STATION 75 
C I R C L E  = UPPER BOLJNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
I. 8. 
FREOUENCY ( HZ I 
Figure 6.-(f) Wing shear (continued) 
203 
A SW124 = 12.4' a FLT 
F-11IA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48.  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. M A C H = :  2 .  ALT=9053CHl. A L P H A =  12.4 
WING BENDIkS M O M E N T  C f l - N I  A T  SPAN STATION '75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOUER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 











= 13.65 a FLT 
A SW124 
F-IllA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48.  RUN 4 
WING BENDING YCJMENT CM-Nl A T  SPAN STATION 75  
SWEEP= 5 0  DEG. MACH=i.Z.  ALT=9C531Kl.  ALPHA= 16.1 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY t HZ 3 
Figure 6.  - (8) Wing bending moment (continued) 
205 
a SW125 = 12.4' F LT a 
F - l l l A  WING A L O N E  BUFFET R E S P O N S E .  FLT 48.  RUN 4 
SWEEP= 50 DEG. nACH=1.2 .  
W I N G  T O R Q U E  ( M - N l  A T  SPAN STATION 75 
ALT=9053CHI.  ALPHA= 12,4 

























FREQUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 6 . - ( h )  Wing torsion 
206 
A S W 1 2 5  = 13.65O a FLT 
F-111A W I N G  A L O X E  BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4 8 s  RUN 4 
S\;EEP= 50 DEG. M A C d = l .  2. A L T = 9 0 5 3 C M l s  A L P H A = 1 6 , 1  
W I N 5  TCIRO3E [ X - N l  A T  SPAN STATION 75 


























F?EQUENCY C HZ 1 
Figure 6. - (h) Wing torsion (continued) 
207 

























F i g u r e  7 . -  Power s p e c t r a  f o r  
Case 7 ,  wing a l o n e  ( f i n a l  method) ,  
A=72.50,  M=1.20, a l t .=9083m (29 ,800  f t )  
(a )  wing t i p  acce le ro lne te r  
208 
A AWOOl 0 AWOO2 = 11*6O F LT a 
F-11lA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. HACH=I 2. ALT=9083Cfll. ALPHA=11.6 
WING T I P  ACCELEROMETER 
























Figure 7. - (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) - 
209 
A AWOOl 0 AW002 = 15,1° 
OL FLT 
F-111A WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. HACti=1.21 ALT=9083C?ll. ALPHA=15,1 
WING T I P  ACCELEROMETER 0 

























Figure 7.- (a) Wing tip accelerometer (continued) 
210 
0 AB018 - a FLT 8.1’ 0 0 0  
0 
F-ll1A WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 4B. RUN S 
WEEP= 72.5 DEG. “%=I 2. ALT=9083CHl. ALPHA= 8.1 
C.G. VERTICAL ACCELEROtlETERe FS = 529 

























Figure 7 . - (b )  C.G. vertical accelerometer 
211 
o AB018 = 11.6' a FLT 
0 
F-111A hING ALONE BUFFET REQPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. MACH=1.2. ALT=9083CMl.  ALPHA=11.6 0 
SQUARE = 1 DOF A = 2 D e  O O C I R C L ~ l I  DOF 0 0 







I .OYI  
FREQUENCY C Hi! 3 
Figure 7 . - ( b )  C.G. vertical accelerometer (continued) 
212 
- 
a FLT 0 AB018 15 e 1'
F-11lA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPO&. fLT  48. RUN 5 
C.G. V E R T I C Y  ACCELEROMQERG FS = 529 00 
SQUARE = 1 DO A = 2 DOF CIRCLE = 11 DOF 


























Figure 7.-(b) C , G .  vertical accelerometer (continued) 
213 
0 AF009 0 = 8.1 FLT 
F-11lA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 1 8 s  RUN 5 
SWEEP' 72.5 DEG. tlACH=l. 2. ALT=9083Ctlle ALPHAz8.1 
PILOT STATION VERTICAL ACCELEROtlETERe FS = 255 
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F - 1 l l A  WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. WACH=1.2. ALT=9083CWl. ALPHA=11.6 
PILOT STATION VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 255 
SOUARE = 1. DOF A = 2 DOF CIRCLE = 1 1  DOF 
s . a a o  
a.amo 
1 . 0 a o  
r .ono 
I . O . 1 0  
Figure 7,-(c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
215 
0 AF009 0 = 15,l FLT 01 
F-IlIA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE, FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 7 2 . 5  DEG. MACH=] - 2 .  ALT=S083CPll. ALPHAI15.1 
PILOT STATION VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER. F S  = 255 


























FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 7 (c) Pilot seat vertical accelerometer (continued) 
216 
0 AB020 = $.lo a FLT 
F - 1 1 1  A WING ALONE BIIFFET RESPONSE. FLQ48. RUN 5 
SQUARE = 1 DOF C I R -  = 12 DOf 
SWEEP= 72-5 DEG. MACH=l.Z. ALT=9083CM). ALPHA-8.1 





















































FREQUENCY c Hf 3 
F - 1 1 1 A  WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. MACH=l 2.  A L T = 9 0 8 3 C M l .  ALPHA= 11.6 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROMETER. FS = 529 
SQUARE = 1 DOF C I R C L E  = 12 DOF 
Figure 7. - (d) C.G. lateral accelerometer (continued) 
218 
0 AB020 = 15.1' FLT 0 
F-1llA UING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 480 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. HACH=l.Z* 
C.G. LATERAL ACCELEROHETER. FS = 529 
RUN J 
ALT=9083CHl* ALPHA-15.1 























FREQUENCY C H f  1 





A W  
'=  7 
= 8.1° a FLT 
F R E O U E N C Y  C HZ 1 




= 11.6 a FLT 
F-11lA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48- RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 OEG. HACH=1.2. ALT=9083CHl* ALPHA=11.6 
PILOT STATION LATERAL ACCELEROHETER. FS = 255 
SOUARE = 1 DOF CIRCLE = 12 DOF 
FREQUENCY t HZ 
Figure 7. - (e) Pilot seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
221 
0 AFOlO = 15.1' 
a FLT 
F-111A VXNG ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLf  48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. HACH=l 2. ALT=9083Cfll* ALPHA= 15.1 
PILOT STATION LATERAL ACCELEROHETER. FS = 255 























FREQUENCY t HZ 2 
Figure 7.-(e) P i l o t  seat lateral accelerometer (continued) 
222 
A SW123 = 8.1' 
a~~~ 
RUN 5 ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. F-111A WING _ _  
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. P l A C H = l . 2 .  ALT=9083CHl. ALPHA=8.1 
UING SHEAR (hr: A T  SPAN STATION 75 
























FREQUENCY f HZ 1 
Figure 7 , - ( f )  Wing shear 
223 
A SW123 0 = 11.6 
a~~~ 
F-IllA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. flACH=1.2. ALT=9083CM). ALPHA=11,6 
WING SHEAR I N 1  A T  SPAN STATION 75 


























F-111A WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 - - -  - 
SWEEP= 72.5 OEG. flACH=1 2. ALT=9083CHl. ALPHA=l5.1 
WING SHEAR CNI AT SPAN STATION 75 
























Figure 7.-(f) Wing shear (continued) 
225 



























F - 1 l l A  WIhG ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEG. MACH=1.2 .  A L T = 9 0 8 3 ( M l ,  ALPHA=8.1 
WING BENDIhG YOVENT CM-Nl A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UP?& -BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNDS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
F i g u r e  7. - (8) Wing bending m m e n t  
226 
A SW124 = 
OL FLT 11.6' 
F-111A YINC ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP- 72.5 DEG. HACH=l.Zo ALT=9083CNlo ALPHAx11.6 
WING BENDING MOMENT CH-Nl AT SPAN STATION 75 
























Figure 7 . - (8) Wing bending moment (continued) 
227 
A SW124 = 15.1' F LT a 
F-1IlA WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 7 2 . 5  DEG. HACH=1.2* ALT=9083CMI. ALPHAz1 L; 1 A d .  - 
WING BENDING MOMENT CM-Nl AT SPAN S T A T I O N  75 


























A SW125 8.1' 
i - 1 1 1 A  WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE. FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 OEG. HACH= I .  2. ALT=9083Cfll.. ALPHAz8.1 
WING TORQUE (?I-N) AT SPAN STATION 75 


























Figure 7 , - (h )  Wing to r s ion  
229 
LL SW125 = 11.6' 
F LT a 
F - I I I A  WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 DEGv HACH=l 2. ALT=9083CHl. ALPHA= 1 1 . 6  
WING TOROUE CM-Nl A T  SPAN STATION 75 
CIRCLE = UPPER BOUNDS SQUARE = LOWER BOUNOS 
FREQUENCY C HZ I 
Figure 7.-(h) Wing t o r s i o n  (continued) 
230 
A SW125 = 
FLT 
15 1'
F-111A WING ALONE BUFFET RESPONSE* FLT 48. RUN 5 
SWEEP= 72.5 OEG. HACH=l 2. ALT=9083tHlm ALPHA- 15.1 
UING TORQUE CH-Nl AT SPAN STATION 75 

























FREOUENCY C HZ 3 
Figure 7 - (h) Wing tors ion  (continued) 
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